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Abstract

Diagrams serve multiple purposes, among them to explain.
Explaining is not simply showing.  Explanations have at

least three levels: the specific content, ideally critical
junctures in change over time; a causal structure linking the
changes; and a narrative structure that aids in organizing the
material. Using route instructions and assembly instructions

as examples, we analyze the techniques that diagrams,
words, and gestures use to convey content, to provide causal

links, and to provide a narrative structure. Effective
explanations break the action into major steps, describe,

illustrate, or demonstrate action and not just structure, and
adopt user’s perspective. There are striking parallels in the

ways these are expressed spontaneously.

Explanations in Word, Diagram, and Gesture

What constitutes an effective explanation?  Explanations
consist of the content to be explained, and a structure to
explain it.  The content should be decomposed into parts
and links among the parts.  The structure turns the content
into a narrative, with a beginning, middle, and end.  It
sounds simpler than it is.  Challenges include decomposing
the content and composing the narrative.  The implication is
that the content and structure of an effective explanation is
abstract, and can be expressed in different media.  This is
not to say that each medium is equally effective; on the
contrary.

The prototype explanation is a route, how to get from here
to some other point.  Close in line are explanations of doing
the kinds of things necessary in daily lives.  We have been
studying how people design words, diagrams, and gesture in
order to convey procedures to others, in particular, how to
get from here to there, and how to assemble a simple object.
These tasks were chosen because on the one hand, they are
typical of the daily procedures people enact so readily

performed by ordinary people and on the other hand, they are
representative of a large class of things that people explain,
including how to put things together, how things work, and
how to operate things.  The triple goals of the project are
intertwined:  to develop cognitive design principles for
effective explanations; to reveal the underlying cognitive
structure of devices, systems, and procedures; to uncover
common semantics and syntax and pragmatics of these
communication media.

The paradigm capitalizes on the extensive experience people
have had in communicating to each, other, natural user
testing that refines the communications through successes
and failures.

Content of Explanations

Routes.  The skeleton of a route is paths and actions at
landmarks (Denis, 1997).  Analysis of productions of route
maps and route descriptions has shown that a small number
of elements is sufficient to create most routes, and that these
elements can be combined according to simple rules for
sequencing, much like language (Tversky and Lee, 1998,
1999).  Moreover, these elements have parallel structure in
language and in diagrams.  The core consists of: straight and
curved paths or expressions such as “go down” or “follow
around”; T, L, and + intersections or expressions such as
“turn”, “take a,” or “make a”; and landmarks or expressions
such as names or descriptions.  New work (Lozano and
Tversky, in preparation) shows that gestures express the
same elements and sequencing, and that, surprisingly,
gestures may be more effective than words in conveying the
information.

Assembly.

The skeleton of assembly is similar to that of routes, a
sequence of actions taken at junctures  A series of studies has
revealed Cognitive Design Principles for effective



explanations, expressed in language, diagram, and/or
gesture (Heiser,  Phan, Agrawala, Tversky, and Hanrahan
2004; Lozano and Tversky, submitted; Lozano and Tversky,
submitted; Tversky, Agrawala, Heiser, Lee, Hanrahan,
Phan, Stolte, and Daniele, in press).

In the paradigm task, students first assemble a TV cart using
the photograph on the box or using instructions designed by
others.  We record the speed and accuracy of assembly, the
order in which the task is performed, and the spatial ability
of the participants, indexed by mental rotation.   After
assembling the TV cart, participants design assembly
instructions for others under various conditions including
using only written language, only diagrams, both written
language and diagrams, spoken language, only gesture, and
restrictions of length.  Next, we analyze the content and
structure of their explanations.  New participants evaluate
the explanations for quality and for presence of desired
features.  Finally, purer versions of the instructions are
given to new groups of participants, who use the
instructions to assemble the TV cart, and rate the overall
quality of the features of the instructions afterwards.

The studies producing and evaluating diagrams yielded
Cognitive Design Principles for effective diagrams. Highly-
rated diagrams contained the features below.  These features
were more likely to be produced by high spatial
participants, whereas low ability participants often produced
only part menus, or in better cases, structural diagrams.
These features were regarded as superior by participants of
all abilities, and were more effective in communicating the
task to all participants, especially those of low ability.
These principles were:

• Break instructions step-by-step

• Show action, not just structure

• Show 3-D perspective of action

Effective diagrams readily convey parts and their structure
and are enriched by arrows indicating action and guidelines
indicating part placements, that is, extra-diagrammatic
features conveying action.

Significantly, language can easily parallel the first two
principles:

• Break action into important steps

• Describe action rather than structure

Language can and does convey perspective of object parts
and wholes, typically using a perspective intrinsic to the
object.  However, spatial language is often complex.  In
contrast to diagrams, language can easily add auxiliary
information, such as manner of enacting, qualifications, and

caveats, messages that are harder to represent graphically.
Tellingly, these were exactly the kinds of information that
were eliminated when explainers were instructed to be
concise.

Effective gesturers easily conveyed the same three essential
aspects of explanations.  They broke the assembly into
important steps.  They exhibited or pointed to large and small
parts respectively.  They made their actions visible to the
viewer’s perspective even when it made assembly awkward
for themselves.  They previewed their actions with
demonstrations, providing gestural models for viewers of the
assembly action for each step.   Surprisingly, although
speaking demonstrators were performing a more natural task,
their demonstrations were inferior to those restricted to
gesture.  Speakers exhibited and pointed to parts less than
gesturers and they gestured models of structure rather than of
action.

Narrative Structure of Explanations

Many of the explanations, irrespective of medium, imposed a
narrative structure on the content.   The narrative structure
consists of the goal of the task, the elements needed to
accomplish the task, the steps needed to accomplish the task,
and the end state.  Naturally, language is especially suited for
imposing a narrative structure, but participants restricted to
diagrams and to gestures found common ways to do this.
Despite the naturalness of a narrative structure, many
diagrams, especially animations, lack them.  For routes, the
start state and the goal were presupposed by the situation; the
start state is explicit.  The steps were clearly marked as
actions at nodes.  The step structure was reinforced in
language by terms like “and then,” “ next,” and “first.”  It
was reinforced in diagrams with arrows, and in gesture by
exaggeration or repetition.  The end state was marked in
language in expressions like, “now you’ve arrived,” and in
diagrams by the lack of continuity of the relevant paths, or by
an enlarged landmark.  It was marked in gesture by repeated
pointing, and a both-hands-up gesture indicating the end.
For assembly, the start and end states were mentioned
explicitly.  Diagrams often included a single end state, a
completed object surrounded by sparkly lines.  The start state
was a menu of parts, much like a recipe.  In gesture, the start
state was indicated by pointing to small parts and exhibiting
the large ones.  The steps were emphasized by previewing
them in gesture, and then performing them; they were further
reinforced by hand movements indicating the beginning and
end of steps, sometimes numbers of fingers.  The end state
was emphasized by presenting the completed object.

As for effectiveness of the media, the results hint that
gestures are superior to diagrams and diagrams to words.
This ordering of performance corresponds to the degree of
compatibility of the instructions to the tasks, from the
medium of explanation to the medium of performance.
Analyses of the three media of explanation reveal parallels in



the semantics and syntax, suggesting a common underlying
cognitive mental model as well as ways to express that
information effectively in the three basic media.
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